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MAINE

Training Students for  
the Future Workforce
By 2025, labor trends will require that 60 
percent of Americans possess some type  
of high-quality, postsecondary education 
credential.1 Since 2008, Maine has improved 
its overall rate of educational attainment 
but it still stands at 43 percent, lagging 
behind the national average.2 By 2020, 66 
percent of Maine’s jobs will require some 
type of postsecondary degree or credential.3 
Maine has considerable work to do to ensure 
it can field this well-qualified workforce.

Maine Employers Need  
Skilled Workers
A survey of more than 1,000 Maine business 
leaders found that 66 percent feel the 
workforce does not have the skills their 
organization needs, 44 percent believe their 
current employees meet at least some or all of 
their skill needs, and 40 percent feel that 
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For 60 percent of 
Maine adults to  

hold a credential of value 
by 2025, we need an 
educational continuum that 
connects workers to good 
jobs. Then our economy 
will grow and compete for 
decades to come.
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Maine’s education system is not preparing 
workers to be productively engaged in the 
workforce.4 The availability of “professional 
workers” was a main concern.

Maine’s Healthcare and Social 
Services Industry is Booming
In 2017, the largest contributors to real 
GDP growth in Maine were educational 
services, health care, and social services. 
These industries accounted for 13 percent of 
Maine’s GDP.5 Thousands of jobs have been 
added in those industries since 2011.6

At the same time that these industries are 
growing, Maine is experiencing a decline in 
the working-age population, putting a 
strain on Maine’s economic development 
and per capita income.7 According to 2012 
Census data, Maine’s median age was 43.5, 
higher than the national average of 37.4.8 By  
2025, the school and young working adult 
population is projected to decline as the 
working adult and retiree population 

drastically increases.9 The ratio of senior 
citizens to working adults in Maine will 
increase 93 percent by 2030, far surpassing 
the U.S. average increase of 67 percent.10 As 
the population ages, more job opportunities 
are being created than workers to fill them.

Expanding Postsecondary 
Opportunities to Grow the 
Future Workforce 
Educational attainment can have profound 
impacts on a student’s career trajectory. In 
fact, unemployment falls and wages rise up 
to 50 percent as a person’s education level 
increases from a high school diploma to a 
bachelor’s degree. Unfortunately though, 
Maine students experience a “funnel effect”; 
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By 2024, 66 percent 
of high-wage,  

in-demand Maine jobs  
will require postsecondary 
education. We need more 
innovative programs like 
Thomas College's helping 
first generation college 
students graduate and be 
ready for their future 
careers.
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out of 100 students entering high school, 88 
earn a high school diploma, 55 enroll in a 
two-year or four-year college, and 33 
graduate college. Preparing students for 
postsecondary education and successful 
career paths is essential, especially 
considering Maine’s aging workforce.11

Strengthening Our Nation 
Through Postsecondary 
Education
Our nation’s military also faces a skills gap. 
Today, 68 percent of young Mainers are 
ineligible to serve partly due to poor 
academics.12 Military service has long 
allowed Americans to access GI benefits, 
making college, apprenticeships, or job 
training accessible. Ensuring that students 
are academically prepared is a critical part 
of maintaining this accessible pathway to a 
postsecondary credential. According to the 

U.S. Department of Veterans’ Affairs, 
700,000 veterans across the country used 
their education benefits in FY 2016.13 Maine 
is home to nearly 117,000 veterans (FY 2016), 
of which nearly 3,000 (nearly three percent) 
were GI beneficiaries, and many of them 
could be expected to use their educational 
benefits to update their skills.14

Conclusion
Business and military leaders are united 
in their concerns regarding Maine’s future 
workforce. Public policy can play a key 
role in ensuring student success by 
providing affordable educational pathways 
to all students. Good policies can target 
financial support to encourage both 
institutions and students to focus on 
success and reduce or eliminate barriers 
that prevent timely progression toward 
attaining credentials. Partnerships among 
businesses, the military, and postsecondary 
institutions are an important factor  
in building a strong workforce and 
preparing our state for the future.

Thomas College EDGE  
Program: Breaking the Cycle  
of Generational Poverty Among 
Maine’s First-Generation Students
EDGE (Engage, Develop, Guide, Empower) provides 
Thomas College freshmen who are the first in their 
families to attend college the opportunity to 
experience college life before the school year 
begins. Students receive a ten-day 3-credit crash 
course that prepares them for the transition to 
college and the pace of college courses.15 The 
course and books are free. Academic coaching is 
available and coaches help students find and 
prepare for leadership and internship opportunities 
that will help their careers. Students’ testimonies 
revealed that EDGE helped prepare them for the 
rigor of college life and they recommend it to other 
first-generation college students.16
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